All copings have a minimum strength of 5,000 psi hard rock concrete using Premium Type III Portland Cement and are available in a variety of colors and finishes.

**Colonial Profile**

- Straight
- Corner In
- Corner Out
- Radius In
- Radius Out

*Available Radius Sizes*


**Traditional Profile**

- Straight
- Corner In
- Corner Out
- Radius In
- Radius Out

*Available Radius Sizes*


*Length Varies*
All copings have a minimum strength of 5,000 psi hard rock concrete using Premium Type III Portland Cement and are available in a variety of colors and finishes.

**MUSHROOM PROFILE**

- **Available Radius Sizes**
  - Inside Radius: 1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 8', & 10'
  - Outside Radius: 2', 3', 4', 6', 8', & 10'

**VINTAGE PROFILE**

- **Available Radius Sizes**
  - Inside Radius: 1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 8', & 10'
  - Outside Radius: 2', 3', 4', 6', 8', & 10'

**Available in these finishes:**

Note: Finish choices will change the color of the coping. Examples shown to the right depicts color Cappuccino varied by finish.

---

**Precast Coping**

is made from natural materials, therefore some variation in color should be expected.

---
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